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Diversity of planetary systems

(Image credit:  
https://exoplanets.nasa.gov/)

https://exoplanets.nasa.gov/
https://exoplanets.nasa.gov/


The big question

?

∼ 10−6m ∼ 107m



Protoplanetary disks in the ALMA era

(Long et al, 2018)

Rings and gaps: signposts of planet formation?



Planet-forming/hosting disks

Kinematic detection of planets?



Direct imaging of disk-planet interaction
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(PDS 70, Muller et al, 2018)



The disk-planet connection

Disk  
dynamics

Planet formation/
evolution

•How do protoplanetary disks accrete onto their stars? 
•What are the sources of turbulence? 
•Origin of gaps, rings, and asymmetries? 
•Dust dynamics 

• Planetesimal formation 
•Dust-gas interaction 
• Interpreting observations



From dust to planets

dust grains planetesimals protoplanet

well-mixed dust in young disk dust settles to disk midplane

Streaming instability? gravity/pebble accretion

Secular grav. instability?



First step: Dust settling

stellar gravity

No turbulence



Hydrodynamic turbulence
e.g. vertical shear instability (Nelson et al, 2013)

What happens 
to dust?



Lifting dust by VSI turbulence

Lin (2019)



Dust-loading helps dust-settling

Mdust = 0.01Mgas

Mdust = 0.1Mgas

Lin (2019)



More dust leads to thinner layers
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Improved simulations with FARGO3D

Streaming instability? 
(Youdin & Goodman, 2005) 



Planetesimal formation in the disk midplane

？



Streaming instability is easily killed by turbulence



Anyway, let’s assume planets form



Anyway, let’s assume planets form



Are gaps and rings made by planets?



Disk-planet modeling in the era of big data

DSHARP (Andrews et al, 2018)



Empirical models of planet gaps

• Lodato et al (2019):  

• Kanagawa et al (2018):   
• But observed gaps also depends on dust, disk profiles, cooling, etc.

wgap ∝ M1/3
p

wgap = F(Mp, h, ν)

How do we add more physics, but retain simplicity?



Disk-Planet Neural Network
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Auddy & Lin (2020)



Teaching disk-planet interaction to a machine

Auddy & Lin (2020)

•Run ~1200 FARGO3D simulations, once and for all 

•Use simulation data and TensorFlow to train DPNNet



Empirical models vs. machine learning

Auddy & Lin (2020)



Estimating planet masses around HL Tau

•Hydrodynamic simulations 
(Dong et al. 2015, Dipierro et al. 2015, Jin et al. 2016)

Mp = 0.2 − 0.35MJ, 0.17 − 0.27MJ, 0.2 − 0.55MJ

•Disk-Planet Neural Network 
(Auddy & Lin, 2020)

Mp = 0.24MJ, 0.21MJ, 0.2MJ



Future: Further automation
PP disk image (sim. or obs.)

Convolutional  
DPNNet

Disk and planet parameters
Auddy et al., in prep.



Simulation caveats

• Planet on fixed orbits 

• 2D disk



Dust morphology with a migrating planet 
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Can dusty vortices save planetary cores?

Hsieh & Lin (2020)



Are dust gaps opened by planets?
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Sharp dust rings require dust settling

Is dust settling consistent with a gap-opening planet?



Puffed-up dust around planet gaps

Pinte et al (2016)

Bi, Lin, Dong (submitted)



Puffed-up dust around planet gaps

Pinte et al (2016)

Bi, Lin, Dong (submitted)
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Summary

Pinte et al (2016)

•Dust settling depends on solid abundance 

• Streaming instability is sensitive to turbulence 

•Machine learning models of complex disk-planet systems 

•Chaotic planet migration in dusty protoplanetary disks

Lin (2019)

Chen & Lin (2020)

Auddy & Lin (2020)

Hsieh & Lin (2020)



Postdoc opportunities

• ASIAA 

• NCTS Postdoc Fellowship in theoretical/computational astrophysics 
“The Theoretical and Computational Astrophysics Thematic Group at the National Center for Theoretical 
Sciences Physics Division, Taiwan, invites applications for several Postdoctoral Research Scholar positions in 
all areas of theoretical and computational astrophysics. Applicants interested in 1) dark matter and cosmology, 
2) galaxy formation and evolution, 3) multi-messenger astrophysics, and 4) star and planet formation, are 
particularly welcome.” 

Thank you 
@linminkai

https://academicjobsonline.org/ajo/jobs/17217

https://jobregister.aas.org/ad/ea9dc6b3

https://academicjobsonline.org/ajo/jobs/17217
https://academicjobsonline.org/ajo/jobs/17217
https://jobregister.aas.org/ad/ea9dc6b3
https://jobregister.aas.org/ad/ea9dc6b3

